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A snippet from the book:The term hypertext was first coined by Ted Nelson in 1969 in his

research project at Brown University. Hypertext is a text that is displayed on a computer

monitor and has links to other texts. By clicking on a link, the user can navigate from one text to

another. Ted Nelson developed a working prototype of an application that he called Hypertext

Editing System on an IBM computer.Tim Berners-Lee, an English engineer in The European

Organization of Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland, had an idea of the web in

1989. The idea was to make it easier for everyone in the world to create and share hypertext

documents through the internet.To implement his idea, Berners-Lee invented a collection of

technologies: a web browser, a web server, a protocol for communication between the browser

and the server (HTTP), a language that annotates text to render the hypertext in the browser

(HTML). A unique identifier for the hypertext document (URL).When the user types the URL in

the browser, the browser sends an HTTP request to the server that hosts the website. The

browser receives the HTML file as an HTTP response and renders the HTML in the

browser.HTML is an acronym of Hypertext Markup Language. The syntax of HTML is similar to

XML. For example, the following code makes a paragraph: <p>Here is a paragraph</p>. The

HTML code can be written in any text editor. And when opened in the browser, the browser

renders it.HTTP is an acronym of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol. HTTP defines a client (can

be a browser) and a server and the communication between them. The client is sending a

request message and the server returning an response message. The request message

consists of the request line (the first line in the HTTP request message), request headers and

an optional HTTP body. The response message consist of the status line (the first line in the

HTTP response message), response headers, and an optional response body. The response

body can be, for example, the content of an HTML file.The first line in the HTTP request

message consists of a request method, a path, and an HTTP version. For example: “GET /

homepage.html HTTP/1.1”. In this example, "GET" is the request method. It indicates that the

request is for information retrieval. In the example, "/homepage.html" is the path, and

"HTTP/1.1" indicates that version 1.1 of the HTTP protocol is used.The first line in the HTTP

response message consists of HTTP version, status code, and the reason code. For example

“HTTP/1.1 404 NOT FOUND”. In this example, “HTTP/1.1” indicates the version, 404 indicated

the status, and “NOT FOUND” indicates the reason code.

We've all got one of those friends or family members--the type that tells the same story over

and over and over (and over) again. It was funny the first, oh, couple of times you heard it. It

was even still mildly amusing on the fourth re-telling, but by the fifth oration, you wanted to

retire it to a place where tales like "When I was your age, I walked ten miles to school in the

snow, with my feet wrapped only in burlap" go to die. The narrator in Richard Babcock's spare

and surprisingly sinister Kindle Single, My Wife's Story, understands this all too well. You see,

his wife relishes the telling of a very charming, if slightly suspicious story having to do with a

certain soap-company heiress and a mischievous monkey. So enchanted was the husband

when he first heard this story that it was the very thing that made him fall in love with his

(future) wife. But there is a thin line between love and hate, and what ends up happening

makes yours truly want to proactively retire stories I have told gratuitously much. [Cue sighs of

relief from friends, family members, and lampposts.] --Erin Kodicek
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and the early webThe term hypertext was first coined by Ted Nelson in 1969 in his research

project at Brown University. Hypertext is a text that is displayed on a computer monitor and has

links to other texts. By clicking on a link, the user can navigate from one text to another. Ted

Nelson developed a working prototype of an application that he called Hypertext Editing

System on an IBM computer.Tim Berners-Lee, an English engineer in The European

Organization of Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland, had an idea of the web in

1989. The idea was to make it easier for everyone in the world to create and share hypertext

documents through the internet.To implement his idea, Berners-Lee invented a collection of

technologies: a web browser, a web server, a protocol for communication between the browser

and the server (HTTP), a language that annotates text to render the hypertext in the browser

(HTML). A unique identifier for the hypertext document (URL).When the user types the URL in

the browser, the browser sends an HTTP request to the server that hosts the website. The

browser receives the HTML file as an HTTP response and renders the HTML in the

browser.HTML is an acronym of Hypertext Markup Language. The syntax of HTML is similar to

XML. For example, the following code makes a paragraph: <p>Here is a paragraph</p>. The

HTML code can be written in any text editor. And when opened in the browser, the browser

renders it.HTTP is an acronym of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol. HTTP defines a client (can

be a browser) and a server and the communication between them. The client is sending a

request message and the server returning a response message. The request message

consists of the request line (the first line in the HTTP request message), request headers, and

an optional HTTP body. The response message consists of the status line (the first line in the

HTTP response message), response headers, and an optional response body. The response

body can be, for example, the content of an HTML file.The first line in the HTTP request

message consists of a request method, a path, and an HTTP version. For example: “GET /

homepage.html HTTP/1.1”. In this example, "GET" is the request method. It indicates that the

request is for information retrieval. In the example, "/homepage.html" is the path, and

"HTTP/1.1" indicates that version 1.1 of the HTTP protocol is used.The first line in the HTTP

response message consists of the HTTP version, status code, and the reason code. For

example, "HTTP/1.1 404 NOT FOUND". In this example, "HTTP/1.1" indicates the version, 404

indicated the status, and "NOT FOUND" indicates the reason code.On his NeXT computer,

Berners-Lee developed the first web browser "WorldWideWeb" in 1990. He later renamed it to

"Nexus" to avoid confusion between the World Wide Web and the web browser. On August 6,

1991, Berners-Lee published the world's first website. A website is a collection of hypertext

documents that are identified by a common domain name.To avoid incompatibilities among



browsers. In 1994, Berners-Lee founded an organization that develops and maintains web

standards - the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Some of the standards are proposed as

Request for Comments (RFC) in collaboration with IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force)

standards organization.
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